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Article

Translation elongation can control translation
initiation on eukaryotic mRNAs
Dominique Chu1,*,†, Eleanna Kazana2,†, No�emie Bellanger2, Tarun Singh2, Mick F Tuite2 &

Tobias von der Haar2,*

Abstract

Synonymous codons encode the same amino acid, but differ in
other biophysical properties. The evolutionary selection of codons
whose properties are optimal for a cell generates the phenomenon
of codon bias. Although recent studies have shown strong effects
of codon usage changes on protein expression levels and cellular
physiology, no translational control mechanism is known that links
codon usage to protein expression levels. Here, we demonstrate a
novel translational control mechanism that responds to the speed
of ribosome movement immediately after the start codon. High
initiation rates are only possible if start codons are liberated suffi-
ciently fast, thus accounting for the observation that fast codons
are overrepresented in highly expressed proteins. In contrast, slow
codons lead to slow liberation of the start codon by initiating ribo-
somes, thereby interfering with efficient translation initiation.
Codon usage thus evolved as a means to optimise translation on
individual mRNAs, as well as global optimisation of ribosome
availability.
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Introduction

The genetic code is degenerate, in the sense that most amino acids

are encoded by multiple synonymous codons. Although synony-

mous codons have the same coding potential, most organisms

display patterns of preferential use where some codons within a

synonymous group are used more frequently than others (reviewed

in Hershberg & Petrov, 2008). Highly expressed genes typically pre-

fer codons decoded by abundant tRNA species (Ikemura, 1982;

Powell & Moriyama, 1997), whereas weakly expressed genes either

show no preferences, or in some cases preferentially contain codons

decoded by rare tRNA species (Neafsey & Galagan, 2007).

The use of codons that are overrepresented in naturally highly

expressed proteins in recombinant sequences usually improves

expression levels compared to random codon usage, particularly in

eukaryotic hosts (Kotula & Curtis, 1991; Nagata et al, 1999; Out-

chkourov et al, 2002; Sinclair & Choy, 2002; Slimko & Lester, 2003;

Yadava & Ockenhouse, 2003; Mossadegh et al, 2004; Hu et al, 2006;

Lombardi et al, 2009; Mirzaei et al, 2010; Jeon et al, 2012). The sit-

uation may be distinct in prokaryotes, where codon usage was found

to have only minor effects on gene expression levels (Kudla et al,

2009). Moreover, codon usage controls protein levels also in natu-

rally evolved eukaryotic genes. This has been studied in detail

in vivo for the Drosophila alcohol dehydrogenase gene where it was

shown that introduction of non-preferred codons reduced expres-

sion levels (Carlini & Stephan, 2003), whereas an increase in the

content of preferred codons increased expression levels (Hense

et al, 2010). More recently, several examples emerged where codon

usage controls fungal gene expression levels with phenotypic conse-

quences (Chan et al, 2012; Kemp et al, 2013; Zhou et al, 2013).

Importantly, despite the many clear examples for connections

between codon usage and protein expression levels there is cur-

rently no clear understanding of the mechanism by which codon

usage exerts translational control. In the relevant literature, it is fre-

quently assumed that there is a connection between ribosome speed

and protein expression levels. However, this assumption is not com-

patible with the prevailing view in the translational control field that

protein expression levels are mostly controlled by translation initia-

tion factor activity (Aitken & Lorsch, 2012). This latter view

assumes that translation elongation is fast compared to translation

initiation, and ribosome recruitment to mRNAs is therefore not

restricted by the speed with which initiating ribosomes free up the

initiation region (McCarthy, 1998). More recent experimental evi-

dence has suggested that elongation factor levels are more limiting

than initiation factor levels, which would be difficult to reconcile

with this view (Firczuk et al, 2013).

The speed with which a codon is decoded depends on the abun-

dance ratio of cognate, charged tRNAs over near- and non-cognate

species (Fluitt et al, 2007; Zouridis & Hatzimanikatis, 2008; Chu
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et al, 2011). Near- and non-cognate tRNAs differ in that non-

cognates leave the ribosome rapidly following the initial tRNA:

A-site contact, whereas near-cognate tRNAs can undergo some of

the accommodation reactions also undergone by cognates, and

therefore remain bound to the A-site for much longer periods of

time than non-cognates. The near-cognate:cognate ratio determines

how many tRNAs need to be rejected, and how long the rejection

process takes, before the first cognate tRNA enters the ribosomal

A-site. This ratio varies over almost two orders of magnitude in

yeast (Chu et al, 2011), and on this basis the mean decoding time

for different codons should vary over a similar range. Evolution-

arily preferred codons are decoded by abundant tRNAs (Ikemura,

1982) which generally show favourable near cognate:cognate ratios

(Chu et al, 2011), and in sum ribosomes are thus predicted to

move faster on sequences with a higher proportion of preferred

codons. In addition to codon usage, ribosome speed is further

modulated by ribosome binding factors (Liu et al, 2013; Shalgi

et al, 2013) and by nascent peptide:ribosome interactions

(Charneski & Hurst, 2013).

Although the biochemical evidence suggests that there should be

differences in decoding speed between codons, recent deep sequenc-

ing studies did not detect ribosomal dwell time differences between

codons (Ingolia et al, 2011; Qian et al, 2012). However, some codon

dependent pausing was detected in other studies (Stadler & Fire,

2011) and it was suggested that biases in the data may obscure fur-

ther signals (Dana & Tuller, 2012). Moreover, there is independent

in vivo evidence supporting the notion that the speed of codon-

decoding underlies the physical effects of codon usage on gene

expression. This includes our recent demonstration that computa-

tional models which interpret ribosome movement based on

assumptions of fully charged tRNAs and resulting strong speed dif-

ferences between codons (Chu et al, 2012) are good predictors of

protein expression level changes that result from both manipulation

of the codon usage on an mRNA, and from manipulation of the

tRNA content of the cell (Chu et al, 2011).

In the present study, we identify a novel translational control

mechanism by which codon-dependent ribosome movement around

the start codon restricts attainable translation initiation rates. On

efficiently initiating mRNAs, ribosomes must move away from the

start codon sufficiently quickly to allow fast re-binding of the mRNA

to subsequent ribosomes. In contrast, slow ribosome movement

around the start codon suffices to restrict translation initiation rates

even if all other features of that mRNA would sustain high initiation

rates. This translational control mechanism is a major determinant

of expression levels in recombinant protein expression constructs,

as well as determining expression levels of endogenous eukaryotic

genes.

Results

Codon decoding time is a partial predictor of protein
expression levels
Although studies on recombinant protein expression provide a sub-

stantial body of evidence causally connecting codon usage to pro-

tein expression levels, these studies were performed in expression

systems with widely differing genetic backgrounds and are thus dif-

ficult to compare quantitatively. We therefore generated controlled

codon usage variants for initially three different protein coding

sequences. These sequences comprised firefly luciferase derivatives

identical to those used in an earlier study (Chu et al, 2011), but with

a deletion of the last three amino acids of the native sequence which

maintains full activity while abrogating the peroxisomal location of

this protein (Gould et al, 1989; Sala-Newby & Campbell, 1994);

Renilla luciferase; and the yeast HIS3 gene. In the following, we

refer to the corresponding proteins as CFLuc (for cytoplasmic firefly

luciferase), RLuc and His3, respectively.

We used biochemical knowledge on the reactions of an elonga-

tion cycle (Fluitt et al, 2007) and on near-cognate:cognate tRNA

ratios in yeast (Chu et al, 2011) to calculate the mean decoding time

for each codon, assuming that all tRNAs are fully charged. We then

systematically replaced codons with the slowest possible codon cod-

ing for the same amino acid to generate ‘min’ variants of the three

reporter genes (minCFLuc, minRLuc and minHIS3). Similarly, we

systematically replaced codons with the fastest possible codon cod-

ing for the same amino acid to generate ‘max’ variants (maxCFLuc,

maxRLuc and maxHIS3). The naturally occurring or commonly used

versions of these genes, which contain mixtures of fast and slow co-

dons, were denoted as standard or ‘sta’ variants.

All sequences except maxRLuc, which for unknown reasons

could not be successfully synthesised, were generated as synthetic

DNA constructs, and expressed in yeast using identical transcrip-

tional control elements and UTRs from a single copy vector (Sikorski

& Hieter, 1989; Fig 1A). For all constructs tested, the different codon

variants resulted in varying expression levels (Fig 1B–D), where the

level of expression always followed the predicted speed of decoding

of the full open reading frame (ORF) in terms of rank order.

The behaviour of our codon variants is consistent with very

recent findings on variants of a fluorescent protein, mCherry,

expressed in baker’s yeast. This also varied in expression levels

strictly with the content of optimal codons (Qian et al, 2012). How-

ever, this study reported only very small increases when comparing

expression from a sequence with mostly optimal codons to a

sequence with only optimal codons, with <5% increase between the

variants. In order to compare the results from Qian et al to our data,

we re-cloned their expression variants 3 and 4 from the originally

used multi copy plasmid to the same single copy plasmid used for

expression of our codon variants. With these constructs, we

observed difference in expression of >50% both in western blots

using anti-RFP antibodies, and in fluorescence measurements

(Fig 1E), comparable to the behaviour of our other codon variants.

We conclude that the plasmid copy number variations that are fre-

quently observed for high copy plasmids in yeast (Moriya et al,

2006) may have partially distorted expression level variations in the

original mCherry constructs.

To establish the mechanism by which codon usage affected pro-

tein expression in our constructs, we analysed the correlation

between expression levels and various secondary parameters

affected by codon usage including calculated speed of decoding for

the entire ORF, GC content, predicted mRNA secondary structure,

and experimentally determined mRNA steady-state levels (Fig 2). Of

these parameters, the calculated speed of decoding shows the

strongest correlation, followed by mRNA steady-state levels and,

more weakly, GC content. This is consistent with a model where

codon usage affects protein expression levels via multiple routes,

one of which is the speed of mRNA decoding.
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Figure 1. Codon-dependent expression levels of recombinant proteins in S. cerevisiae.

A Illustration of the basic expression construct. The CFLuc, RLuc and HIS3 codon variants were expressed from centromeric (single copy) plasmids using identical
transcriptional and translational control sequences, consisting of the transcriptional promoter and 5′-UTR of the yeast TDH3 (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase, GPD) gene, and of the 3′-UTR and transcriptional terminator sequences of the yeast ADH1 (alcohol dehydrogenase) gene. Both TDH3 and ADH1 are
highly expressed endogenous yeast genes. mCherry variants were expressed using promoter sequences as described (Qian et al, 2012).

B – E For each of the recombinant proteins heat-maps are shown to illustrate the calculated decoding speed of the different constructs used (a colour bar is shown at
the bottom of the figure for reference), a typical western blot derived from identical numbers of lysed cells, and bar graphs indicating mean and standard error of
the mean of expression levels from multiple independent transformants. The bar graphs indicate luciferase activity measurements (n = 8, panels B and D),
western blots (n = 3, panel C), or fluorescence measurements (n = 6, panel E). Statistical significance of the expression difference to the relevant reference
construct is indicated by asterisks (*, P ≤ 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001). Statistical tests used to determine significance are: (B) Tukey’s test following
one-way ANOVA (F = 597.88, P = 0); (C) Tukey’s Test following one-way ANOVA (F = 27.56, P = 0.0009); (D) t-test (P = 1.1 × 10�8); (E) t-test (P = 0.050). All DNA
sequences used in this figure are detailed in the supplemental material.

Source data are available online for this figure.
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Translation initiation and elongation rates in yeast
The wide-spread observation of quantitative translational control by

codon usage, which we also observe in the results presented here,

suggests that translation elongation rates can somehow affect trans-

lation initiation rates. A possible explanation for such an effect is

that physiological translation elongation rates may be closer to initi-

ation rates than generally assumed, in which case higher rates of

elongation away from the start codon would be required to allow

higher initiation rates. This would transfer control over protein

expression levels from translation initiation factor-mediated ribo-

some affinity to translation elongation.

In order to estimate whether translation initiation and elongation

rates in vivo are in a range where such control could be exerted, we

used a curated dataset comprising genome-wide protein levels,

protein turnover, and mRNA levels (von der Haar, 2008) to calcu-

late apparent in vivo translation initiation rates. Analyses of these

data revealed that yeast mRNAs recruit a ribosome on average every

0.8 s, with a range for different transcripts from 0.2 to 5 s (exclud-

ing the top and bottom deciles to disregard extreme outliers). Since

our current biochemical models predict that elongation cycles take

between 0.05 and 1.4 s to complete depending on the codon, and

since a ribosome covers about 10 codons (Wolin & Walter, 1988),

start codon clearance intervals for yeast mRNAs range from 0.5 to

14 s. Thus, according to the best available biochemical knowledge,

physiological initiation and elongation rates are in a range where

the inherent ribosome affinity of an mRNA and the start codon

clearance rate of elongating ribosomes could both independently

limit achievable ribosome recruitment rates.
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Figure 2. Correlation between expressed protein levels and other codon-dependent parameters.
Protein expression levels (grey bars) are the same as in Figure 1. The black line graphs indicate calculated decoding speed (top row), calculated mRNA secondary structure
content (second row), calculated GC content (third row), or experimentally determined mRNA expression levels (bottom row). The calculated secondary structure content was
defined in terms of DG and then normalised to each sta construct. Higher values indicate more stable secondary structure. For the experimentally determined mRNA levels,
the standard error of the mean is indicated by error bars and significant difference to the reference construct is indicated by asterisks (*, P < 0.05). Three biologically
independent samples were analysed for each construct. Statistical tests used to determine significance are: CFLuc variants, Tukey’s Test following one-way ANOVA (F = 8.94,
P = 0.016); RLuc variants, t-test (P = 0.95); HIS3 variants, Tukey’s Test following one-way ANOVA (F = 11.36, P = 0.009); mCherry variants, t-test (P = 0.97).
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Codon usage affects protein expression levels only at high
translation initiation rates
The analyses presented above indicate that translation initiation and

elongation rates in vivo are in a range were either could indepen-

dently limit translation on individual mRNAs, depending on their

specific initiation- and elongation rate constants. We explored this

issue for the CFLuc expression constructs presented above, using a

recently developed computational program for modelling eukaryotic

translation (Chu et al, 2012). This program stochastically simulates

translation initiation, tRNA sampling, peptidyl transfer, transloca-

tion and translation termination, using rules that recapitulate our

biochemical knowledge of translation. Our implementation of these

rules implicitly assumes high levels of tRNA availability, and that

different codons are decoded with significantly different speeds. If

the input rules are correct, the simulation should thus recapitulate

the behaviour of translation in vivo.

When we simulated translation of CFLuc variants with varying

translation initiation efficiencies, the simulations predicted that

alterations to the ratio between elongation rates and initiation rates

for these constructs would lead to a handover of control from initia-

tion to elongation and vice versa (Fig 3A). These modelling results

led us to propose the following model of codon usage-dependent

gene expression.

If an mRNA binds efficiently to ribosomes, fast elongation away

from the start codon is required to ensure that every initiating ribo-

some encounters a free start site. On the other hand, if elongation is

so slow that initiating ribosomes find the start codon still blocked

by the preceding ribosome, some form of interference with the

translation initiation process of the second ribosome must take

place. We do not know in detail what happens in such a case, possi-

bilities include that the second ribosome remains bound to the

mRNA until the start codon is accessible and then completes the ini-

tiation pathway, or that it falls of the mRNA, giving another ribo-

some the chance to attempt initiation. In any case, in this

interference situation the frequency with which ribosomes access

the start codon depends strictly on the rate of liberation of this

codon. Importantly, such an interference situation can be removed

either by increasing elongation speed, or by decreasing the fre-

quency with which ribosomes attempt to access the start codon,

until initiating ribosomes have a high probability of finding the lat-

ter free of occupation by the preceding ribosome.

The first part of this prediction, that increasing elongation speed

via codon usage should improve protein production on mRNAs

which bind efficiently to ribosomes, is borne out by the codon

dependence of the constructs shown in Fig 1, as well as the many

reported instances of improved expression levels upon codon opti-

misation of recombinant sequences (discussed in the introduction).

Similar to our own expression constructs described above, most

recombinant protein expression constructs copy features from effi-

ciently expressed host genes, and will thus be efficient ribosome

recruiters.

The second part of the prediction states that a reduction in the

frequency with which ribosomes attempt to access the start codon

can make gene expression independent of translation elongation

rates and codon usage. To test this experimentally, we exchanged

the original 5′-UTR of the CFLuc constructs originating from the

highly expressed yeast TDH3 gene for a 529 nt long 5′-UTR contain-

ing a uORF (Fig 3B). This UTR is a derivative of the natural yeast

GCN4 5′-UTR, with deletions of three of the four original GCN4

uORFs (Grant et al, 1994). We reasoned that the majority of ribo-

somes would be released following termination on the uORF, and

only a fraction of ribosomes would re-initiate and translate the main

CFLuc ORF. These constructs were termed ‘slow’ CFLucs as they

increase the average time interval between two ribosomes accessing

the CFLuc start codon.

When we experimentally compared CFLuc activity for the fast

and slow constructs, we found that protein expression for staCFLuc

and maxCFLuc was significantly reduced with slow 5′-UTRs. More-

over, as predicted by our simulations, these two constructs no

longer differed in expression levels despite their different codon

usage (Fig 3C). In contrast, the minCFLuc expression levels were

not significantly altered by introduction of the slow 5′-UTR, and

remained lower than for the staCFLuc and maxCFLuc sequences. All

of these changes in protein expression were accompanied by minor

changes in mRNA levels, which were not statistically significant

(Fig 3C) and which could not explain the observed changes in mea-

sured luciferase activity. Interestingly, the computational analyses

predict a point that shows a quantitatively very similar expression

pattern, where maxCFLuc and staCFLuc have already converged but

expression levels of these two constructs are still higher than for

minCFLuc (indicated by an arrow in Fig 3A).

The observed behaviour of the fast and slow CFLuc constructs is

fully consistent with the expected behaviour if translation elonga-

tion and initiation rates in the physiological range can indeed inter-

fere with each other. Achieving high protein expression levels

would then depend on mRNA feature that are compatible with both

high initiation and high elongation rates, whereas either low initia-

tion rates or low elongation rates on their own would be sufficient

to restrict protein expression levels.

Efficient protein synthesis is dependent on ribosome speed
throughout the open reading frame
The hypothesis that ribosome speed can control achievable transla-

tion initiation rates by interfering with efficient ribosome recruit-

ment can be further investigated by separately analysing the role

of ribosome movement at the 5′- and 3′- ends of an ORF. We

exchanged portions of the 5′-maxCFLuc sequence with the corre-

sponding minCFLuc codons, and then measured how introduction

of these slower codons affected luciferase expression levels (Fig 4).

maxCFLuc expression was exquisitely sensitive to the introduction

of slow 5′-codons, with the shortest slow codon run that produced a

statistically significant effect being the min8max variant. This vari-

ant differs in decoding speed from the fully optimised sequence in

only three codons, since the other five of the eight initial codons

either have no synonymous codons (Met), or the available synony-

mous codons have very similar near-cognate:cognate ratios and

therefore very similar decoding times (Asp, Asn and two Lys).

Importantly, codon changes up to codon 16 did not significantly

affect mRNA levels. The reduction in expression levels observed for

these constructs is thus caused at the translational level.

With the introduction of further slow codons expression became

more limited, although this effect tailed off with longer stretches of

slow codons. Interestingly however, substitution of the last 201 co-

dons for slow codons no longer had any effect on translation if the

first 346 codons were already slow (compare expression levels of

‘346′ and ‘all slow’ in Fig 4). Taken together, these observation
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indicate that codon usage and ribosome speed at the 5′-end of the

mRNA strongly affect translation rates, whereas ribosome speed at

the 3′-end of the mRNA can be altered without affecting speed at the

5′-end and therefore without affecting protein expression levels.

While ribosome speed at the 5′-end can be independent of ribo-

some speed at the 3′-end, theoretical approaches for studying ribo-

some movement in polysomes have long highlighted that speed

changes at the 3′-end of an mRNA may affect gene expression levels
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Figure 3. Translation initiation rate-dependent effect of codon usage on CFLuc expression levels.

A The result of computer simulations predicting protein expression as a function of ribosome affinity. Individual data points indicate the results of a single simulation
run. Significant effects of codon usage on expression levels are predicted only at high ribosome affinity, whereas at low ribosome affinity all constructs are expressed
at identical levels. The arrow indicates the point where expression levels are most similar to experimental data with the ‘slow’ 5′-UTR in (C).

B Experimental manipulation of ribosome affinity on CFLuc expression constructs. Compared to the original construct used to generate data in Figure 1, a ‘slow
initiation’ derivative was constructed by introducing a uORF-containing 5′-UTR (derived from the naturally uORF-containing yeast GCN4 leader sequence, from
which uORFs 2–4 were deleted).

C Comparison of experimentally observed expression levels of fast and slow initiating CFLuc expression constructs, based on observed luciferase activity (black bars)
and mRNA levels (light bars). maxCFLuc and staCFLuc express indistinguishable levels of luciferase activity when ribosome arrival rates at the CFLuc start codon are
reduced. In contrast, minCFLuc remains lower than the other two variants, and this sequence is not affected by introduction of the slow leader sequence. Error bars
denote the standard error of the mean. Statistical significance was tested using Tukey’s Test following one-way ANOVA, with parameters for luciferase activity: n= 8,
F = 507, P = 0; for mRNA: n = 3, F = 0.74, P = 0.62. Statistical significance of the difference to the comparable sta construct from each group (i.e. comparing fast vs
fast and slow vs slow) is indicated by asterisks: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001, no asterisk, P > 0.05.
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if those speed changes cause ribosome queuing back to the begin-

ning of the ORF. Under such conditions, the speed of multiple ribo-

somes translating a single mRNA can be much slower than the

speed attained by one ribosome translating that mRNA in isolation

(Chu & von der Haar, 2012; Ciandrini et al, 2013).

In order to demonstrate this possibility experimentally, we cre-

ated a DNA construct that contained 346 fast codons followed by

201 slow codons (max346min, Fig 5A). Luciferase activity

expressed from this construct was strongly limited compared to

the maxCFLuc construct containing only fast codons (Fig 5B),

consistent with the model prediction that this arrangement of co-

dons would induce frequent collisions 5′ of the fast/slow bound-

ary (Fig 5A). This was accompanied by less significant changes in

the level of the corresponding mRNA, which were insufficient to

explain the extent of the changes observed in activity levels, con-

firming that the majority of these changes are caused at the trans-

lational level.

We further ascertained that the limitation in the max346min con-

struct was at the level of codon decoding and not caused by inadver-

tent changes in mRNA secondary structure by manipulating the

pool of rare tRNAs. For this experiment, we used a centromeric plas-

mid containing genes for the five essential single-gene encoded

tRNAs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Because of the strong correlation

of tRNA levels and tDNA gene copy number in yeast, this plasmid is

expected to double the content of these five rarest tRNAs. We previ-

ously observed that introduction of this plasmid led to an increase

in expression levels from the minCFLuc sequence by approximately

25%, consistent with a predicted increase in the speed of decoding

of that sequence by a similar amount (Chu et al, 2011). In contrast,

expression of staCFLuc and maxCFLuc were unaffected by the intro-

duction of this plasmid.

Around 20% of the slow part of the max346min sequence is

decoded by single-gene tRNAs, a similar proportion as for the slow

minCFLuc sequence (25%). Ribosome speed on 3′-end of the

max346minCFLuc ORF is thus expected to respond similarly to rare

tRNA overexpression as ribosome speed on minCFLuc. When intro-

duced into cells expressing max346minCFLuc, the tRNA plasmid did

indeed increase luciferase expression by 31% (Fig 5C), consistent

with the notion that slow codons in the latter part of an mRNA can

limit gene expression by preventing fast movement of ribosomes at

the beginning of the same mRNA.

The observation that traffic jams can propagate slow ribosome

movement from one part of an mRNA to another also explains why

the gradual introduction of slow codons from the 5′ end of the ORF

led to a gradual decline in expression levels in the constructs shown

in Fig 4. Our computer simulations predict that at high ribosome

affinity the minCFLuc sequence displays frequent collision in the 5′-

half of the ORF (Fig 5A), up to a particularly slow codon run near

the middle of the sequence. This accounts for the observed pattern

of reduction in gene expression levels as slow codons are introduced

up to this bottleneck, but not if the slow-codon run is extended

further 3′ of it.
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Figure 4. Mixed codon usage constructs reveal a critical role for ribosome movement near the start codon.
Expression levels are compared for derivatives of the maxCFLuc sequence (topmost construct), which consists only of the fastest possible codons. The 5′-end of this sequence
was replaced byminCFLuc DNA, which consists only of the slowest possible codons. Replacement of as few as eight codons at the CFLuc 5′-end significantly affects luciferase
activity levels, without significantly affecting mRNA levels. In contrast, replacement of the last 201 codons has no additional effect if the preceding codons are already slow
(compare expression from the 346′ and all slow constructs. The all slow construct is identical to minCFLuc). Transit Time denotes the time required by one isolated ribosome
to translate the respective construct, and was calculated as the sum of the mean codon decoding times. The bars and error bars denote the mean and standard error of the
mean for luciferase activity (n = 8) and luciferase mRNA levels (n = 3). Statistical significance of difference to the topmost (0 slow codons) construct was tested using Tukeys
Test following one-way ANOVA, with parameters for luciferase activity: n = 8, F = 239.65, P = 0; for mRNA: n = 3, F = 6.96, P = 4 × 10�6. Statistical significance is indicated
by asterisks: *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001, no asterisk, P > 0.05. The primer design strategy developed to compare the different codon variants is described in the
supplemental information.
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The findings presented so far provide a mechanistic explanation

for the longstanding observation that codon usage can affect protein

expression levels, namely by limiting the rate with which translation

initiation events can occur on an mRNA. We refer to this transla-

tional control mechanism as ‘start codon clearance’ control.

Start codon clearance control can be used to probe codon
decoding times in vivo
The agreement between experimental results and computer simula-

tions based on models where different codons are decoded with dif-

ferent speeds strengthens the case for the existence of such

differences in vivo, despite the fact that these differences do not pro-

duce effects in deep sequencing data. To provide more quantitative

evidence for speed differences between codons, we modified the

maxCFLuc construct to include runs of ten glutamic acid codons fol-

lowing the maxCFLuc start codon and preceding the normal maxC-

FLuc ORF (Fig 6A). If the ten initial codons are decoded more slowly

than the decoding speed in the following, fast luciferase sequence,

ribosomes will move slowly on the initial ten codons but then pro-

gress quickly through the rest of the ORF. Because 10 codons is the

reported physical extension of one ribosome, this means that the

next ribosome can initiate exactly when the 10 codon sequence has

been passed. The time interval between two initiation events on this

mRNA is thus directly determined by the time required to translate

the initial slow codon run, and protein synthesis rates from these

constructs can be used to derive codon decoding times.
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Figure 5. Collisions near the CFLuc 3′-end can control ribosome movement near the start codon.

A Analyses of the collision behaviour on selected CFLuc variants. Both the speed of codon decoding and the observed number of collisions over each codon are
displayed as heat maps. The minCFLuc and maxCFLuc sequences show moderate predicted levels of ribosome collisions, mostly in the 5′-half of the coding sequence
preceding regions containing slower codons compared to the overall sequence. In contrast, a max346min construct which consists of 346 fast codons followed by
201 slow codons show high predicted levels of collisions preceding the boundary between the fast and slow sequence portions. Ribosome transit times, calculated as
the sum of the mean decoding times for all codons, give the time required by one individual ribosome to translate the respective construct. The transit times of
multiple ribosomes under conditions where collisions can occur is expected to be slower than this value.

B Experimental results obtained with the expression constructs analysed in (A). The introduction of slow codons into the 3′-end of maxCFLuc significantly reduces
luciferase activity, without significantly affecting mRNA levels (as determined by Tukey’s Test following one-way ANOVA). ANOVA parameters for luciferase activity
are: n = 8, F = 1350, P = 0; for mRNA: n = 5, F = 0.95, P = 0.39. Samples significantly different from maxCFLuc are labelled: ***, P < 0.001; unlabelled, P > 0.05.

C The introduction of a plasmid that doubles the gene copy number for the five single-gene encoded essential tRNAs in yeast increases luciferase activity expressed
from the mixed construct (n = 16, P = 3 × 10�10, t-test), without significantly affecting mRNA levels (n = 6, P = 0.62, t-test). The ability of tRNAs to affect protein
expression levels confirms that expression from this construct is limited by codon usage and not by inadvertently formed RNA secondary structure. ***, P < 0.001;
unlabelled, P > 0.05.
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We generated two constructs containing runs of both GAA and

GAG codons, which in our models strongly differ in decoding speed

(0.07 and 0.82 s average decoding times, respectively, compared to

a median decoding time of codons in the maxCFLuc sequence of

0.12 s). We observed that the slower GAG codons limited luciferase

expression 17-fold more than the faster GAA codons, compared to a

12-fold predicted difference in decoding times (Fig 6B). Neither the

calculated secondary structure content of these mRNAs nor the

mRNA expression levels differ strongly between the constructs

(Fig 6B), although we cannot exclude small changes in these para-

meters that are below the resolution of our assays. Given the minor

potential for contributions from these parameters, we conclude

that the magnitude of the observed expression differences agrees

excellently with the difference in codon decoding times predicted by

our decoding models. These data therefore strongly support the

notion that different codons are decoded with different speeds in

vivo. While this manuscript was in preparation, similar constructs

were described by Kemp et al (2013) who introduced 5- and 10

codon runs of Gln codons (CAA and CAG) 5′ of an unmodified lucif-

erase sequence similar to our staCFLuc construct. The constructs

used in that study yielded similar results to our own. This confirms

that this approach is generally applicable for estimating speeds of

codon decoding.

Start codon clearance control limits gene expression from
naturally evolved genes
We next sought to show that start codon clearance control is used

to control gene expression levels on natural yeast genes. When

designing the His3 codon usage variants, we noticed that the natural

HIS3 gene consisted of a high proportion of slow codons. We quanti-

fied this by comparing the ribosome transit time for the first 10 co-

dons of the actual yeast HIS3 gene against the ribosome transit

times of randomly generated sequences encoding amino acid pat-

terns as observed in 73 reported HIS3 sequences from different bud-

ding yeasts (Fig 7A). The transit time for the actual gene was slower

than for 95% of randomly generated sequences, indicating that

codon usage in the yeast HIS3 gene may have evolved to limit His3

expression levels.

To directly test this prediction, we generated fusions of our three

HA-tagged HIS3 variants with the natural HIS3 regulatory
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Figure 6. Direct probing of codon decoding times in vivo.

A Derivatives of the maxCFLuc construct were created that contain runs of either GAA or GAG codons, both encoding glutamic acid, following the start codon.
B The GAG codon run significantly reduces luciferase activity compared to the GAA run (black bars, n = 16, P < 10�12, t-test) while affecting mRNA levels less

significantly (light bars, n = 3, P = 0.12, t-test). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Samples significantly different from GAA are labelled:
***, P < 0.001; unlabelled, P > 0.05.

C A summary of parameters for the two Glu codon run constructs. There is a good quantitative match between the observed expression levels differences and the
predicted codon decoding time, corroborating a model in which different codons are decoded with different speeds in vivo.
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sequences, and incorporated these constructs at the chromosomal

HIS3 locus. The resulting HIS3sta locus differed from wild-type HIS3

loci only in the presence of an HA tag between the last amino acid

of the His3 protein and the stop codon, whereas the HIS3min and

HIS3max loci additionally differed in the codon usage of the ORF.

When the respective strains were inoculated into medium lacking

histidine, all three were able to grow. Western blots revealed that

these strains expressed an HA-tagged protein consistent in size with

a His3-HA fusion protein (Fig 7B), and that the expression levels of

this protein followed the order HIS3min < HIS3sta < HIS3max (Fig 7B

and C). Additional analyses of the corresponding mRNA levels dem-

onstrated that these showed statistically significant but minor
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Figure 7. Expression levels from the HIS3 gene and growth during histidine starvation are optimised by the natural HIS3 codon usage in yeast.

A Start codon clearance on yeast HIS3 mRNAs is slow. The histogram shows the speed distribution for the first ten amino acids, for 10 000 randomly generated
sequences which produce an amino acid substitution pattern as observed in naturally occurring HIS3 sequences from 73 different budding yeasts. The observed
S. cerevisiae HIS3 sequence is slower than 95% of random sequences, indicating that this sequence may have been selected for slow start codon clearance rates.

B Natural HIS3 codon usage determines His3 expression levels. HA-tagged HIS3 gene variants were introduced into the yeast genome at the normal chromosomal
locus for this gene, maintaining all of its natural control sequences. Protein expression levels were determined using antibodies against the HA-tag located at the
His3 C-termini. The top panel shows a section of post-transfer gel stained for total protein as loading control.

C Quantification of protein and mRNA expression data for HIS3 codon variants. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. Significance was analysed by Tukey’s
Test following one-way ANOVA. Protein: n = 3, F = 22.24, P = 0.0017. mRNA: n = 6, F = 5.99, P = 0.012. Statistical significance of differences to the reference sample
(sta) is indicated by asterisks (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01).

D Media-dependent growth rates of HIS3 derivative strains. In YPD, as well as SC or MM containing histidine, the three HIS3 strains as well as the original his3 deletion
strain show indistinguishable growth rates. In contrast, in SC lacking histidine the HIS3min strain growth with reduced rates, whereas in MM lacking histidine the
natural codon-usage HIS3sta has a small but significant growth advantage over both the other two strains. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean for
growth rates of three independently derived HIS3 integrants. Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s Test. ANOVA parameters are:
n = 3 for all samples. YPD, F = 0.49, P = 0.70; SC +HIS, F = 0.12, P = 0.95; SC �HIS, F = 90.5, P = 3.3 × 10�5; MM +HIS, F = 0.18, P = 0.91; MM �HIS, F = 9.85,
P = 0.01. Samples significantly different from other samples within their group according to the post-hoc analysis are labelled by asterisks: *, P < 0.05; ***,
P < 0.001. Unlabelled bars are not significantly different from other samples within their group.

Source data are available online for this figure.
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changes (<2-fold) between the codon variants, which could not

explain the observed protein expression pattern (Fig 7C). These

findings demonstrate that, for HIS3 mRNAs with natural ribosome

affinity, translation initiation and elongation activities are balanced

in such a way that codon usage restricts protein expression levels.

In order to explore the phenotypic consequences of alterations in

HIS3 codon usage, we conducted high resolution growth assays of

the codon variants in different media. In YPD, synthetic complete

medium (SC) or synthetic minimal medium (MM) containing histi-

dine, the variant HIS3 strains exhibited growth rates that differed

neither between the variants, nor when compared to the original

his3 deletion strain (Fig 7C). In contrast, in SC lacking histidine, the

HIS3min allele significantly reduced growth rates compared to HIS3sta

and HIS3max. Our interpretation of this is that His3min expression

levels are too low to generate sufficient histidine for maximum

growth rates in SC medium. In MM medium lacking histidine, the

HIS3sta strain had a small but statistically significant growth advan-

tage over both the other strains. In sum, these findings can be taken

as qualitative evidence that HIS3 codon usage has evolved to

achieve optimal His3 expression levels.

Discussion

Our simulations and experiments analysing different combinations

of codon usage and translation initiation rates reveal a mechanism

by which codon usage can affect protein expression levels. The

efficiency with which mRNAs recruit ribosomes on the one hand,

and the rate of ribosomal movement near start codons on the

other, separately control protein synthesis frequencies as they can

each individually restrict translation initiation rates. In other

words, high protein expression levels are only possible if both ini-

tiation and elongation are efficient. Experiments designed to probe

the role of slow codons in the 3′- or 5′-parts of an mRNA con-

firmed that slow ribosome movement at the 5′-end is necessary

and sufficient to restrict protein expression levels. Such slow

movement near the start codon can be caused either by locally

slow codons in the vicinity of the start site, or by slow sites else-

where in the mRNA if these cause traffic jams that queue back to

the start.

Our findings connect with previous empirical evidence on the

regulation of translation elongation activity in eukaryotes. First,

there are several published examples of altered gene expression pat-

terns and phenotypes resulting from changes in translation elonga-

tion. Examples include overexpression of eEF1A isoforms and

resulting tumorigenesis in mammalian cells (Anand et al, 2002),

altered tRNA modification levels as part of a translational control

program modifying the response to stresses in yeast (Chan et al,

2012), control of circadian rythms in Neurospora by codon-usage

dependent expression of a clock protein (Zhou et al, 2013), and con-

trol of pseudohyphal growth in S. cerevisiae by mutations modifying

tRNA stability (Kemp et al, 2013). Second, all translation elongation

factors are phospho-proteins and are modified by kinase pathways

in both mammals (Browne & Proud, 2002) and yeast (Stark et al,

2010). Although the physiology of elongation factor phosphorylation

has not been studied in detail, frequent post-translational modifica-

tion of elongation factors is consistent with an important regulatory

role of such factors, which may often be exerted in conjunction with

regulation impinging on translation initiation (Patel et al, 2002).

Lastly, systematic studies of sensitivity coefficients for individual

translation factors recently revealed that elongation factor levels

exert stronger control over cell growth and protein synthesis rates

than initiation factor levels (Firczuk et al, 2013). Together, these

findings implicate translation elongation as a rich source of gene

expression regulation. It is likely that start codon clearance control

is a central mechanism connecting these different layers of empirical

evidence.

In terms of evolution, it is clear that high gene expression levels

can only be achieved if both translation initiation and translation

elongation are compatible with efficient translation. Genes which

require high expression levels for optimal fitness of an organism will

therefore evolve features that lead to both high ribosome affinity

and high start codon clearance rates. As our experimental results

show, the latter requires the use of fast codons along the entire

ORF. Such a mechanism would be sufficient to account for the

observed correlation between use of optimal codons and high

expression levels (Hershberg & Petrov, 2008), although in reality

this correlation is likely an outcome of many overlapping, balanced

mechanisms including optimisation of the global behaviour of the

translational machinery, and effects from translation-independent

parameters like secondary structure, GC content, and others.

For genes where low expression levels are important on the other

hand, translation initiation and elongation could both independently

limit gene expression. Codon usage is thus likely to evolve in some,

but not all, low-expressed genes as the limiting function that

ensures low expression levels. This would be consistent with the

observation that in some organisms inefficient codons are statisti-

cally overrepresented in sequences encoding low-abundance pro-

teins (Neafsey & Galagan, 2007).

In sum, our study reveals a translational control mechanism that

provides a mechanistic connection between codon usage patterns

and protein expression levels. To our knowledge, this is the first

reported mechanism that can unify current theories of translational

control and of codon usage evolution.

Materials and Methods

Simulation of individual codon decoding times
A reaction scheme for an individual elongation cycle was used as

published (Fluitt et al, 2007). This scheme was implemented as a

Matlab SimBiology object (release 2009a), with tRNA concentrations

of cognate, near-cognate and non-cognate species for each codon

assigned as published (Chu et al, 2011). tRNAs were assumed to be

quantitatively aminoacylated and in complex with eEF1A and GTP.

eEF2-catalysed translocation was modelled as an explicit set of reac-

tions, but eEF3-dependent E-site tRNA release was modelled as a

single, fast reaction since there are no detailed rate constants avail-

able for this step. Simulations were started using a stochastic solver

and continued until peptidyl transfer and translocation had

occurred. The time between start of the simulation and the comple-

tion of the translocation reaction was recorded for 10 000 indepen-

dent simulations per codon. The mean of all 10 000 results was

used as the mean decoding time for the codon in question. Supple-

mentary Table S1 summarises the resulting mean decoding times

for all codons.
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Simulations of ribosome traffic along mRNA sequences
These were conducted using our published software for simulating

translation (Chu et al, 2012) with parameters as described (Chu &

von der Haar, 2012). Briefly, this software uses a stochastic simula-

tion algorithm to simulate the interaction between a ribosome popu-

lation, an mRNA population and a tRNA population. All ribosomes

are tracked as individual agents with known positions on mRNAs,

which interact with members of the tRNA population. The fate of an

interacting tRNA is dependent on its nature (cognate, near-cognate

or non-cognate), with the respective rate-constants defined from

published kinetic and biochemical analyses [the rate constants are

summarised in Fluitt et al (2007)]. The codon-dependent definition

of each tRNA species as cognate, non-cognate or near-cognate is

derived from rules defined by Plant et al (2007), and is given in

detail in Chu et al (2011). The abundance of each tRNA species is

estimated from the proportion of the gene copy number for that spe-

cies (Chu et al, 2011). Once a ribosome has interacted with a tRNA,

its A-site is blocked for further interactions until this tRNA has

unbound from the ribosome or peptidyl transfer has occurred. Pept-

idyl transfer is followed by translocation and arrival of the next

codon in the A-site. Binding of ribosomes to an mRNA is modelled

as a stochastic event based on rates derived from the observed aver-

age ribosome density in ribosome footprinting experiments (Ingolia

et al, 2009). Translation termination is modelled as a single event

that is fast compared to elongation cycles.

Yeast strains
The principal yeast strain used in this study is BY4741 (Brachmann

et al, 1998). An adh1::KanMX4 derivative of this strain was used for

the qRT-PCR assays presented in Fig 2, in order to enable detection

of the recombinant mRNAs with a primer pair targeted to the invari-

ant ADH1 derived 3′-UTRs of these constructs.

HIS3min/sta/max derivatives of BY4741 were generated as follows.

The regions 600 bp upstream and 300 bp downstream of the HIS3

gene were amplified by PCR using as template genomic DNA from

yeast strain Y12 (Liti et al, 2009). The three HA-tagged HIS3 alleles

were amplified from plasmids pTH735, 736 and 737. Primers for

these PCRs contain overlap sites which allow their fusion via Gibson

assembly (Gibson et al, 2009). The PCR products as well as BamHI/

EcoRI digested pRS316 (Sikorski & Hieter, 1989) were then fused

using a Gibson Assembly Kit (New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Individual transfor-

mants obtained from the assembly reaction were picked, DNA iso-

lated and Sanger sequenced. Following sequencing, HIS3 cassettes

were excised from the holding plasmid, isolated from agarose gels

and transformed into BY4741. The transformed cells were plated on

plates lacking histidine, and stable His+ colonies were selected for

further use.

Plasmids
All gene syntheses were conducted by Genscript, Piscataway, NJ.

Full sequences of the codon variants used are given in supplemen-

tary Table S2. Details of plasmids used in this study are listed in

supplementary Table S3, together with accession numbers for the

Addgene repository. Detailed maps and sequences for each plasmid

are available from the Addgene website (www.addgene.org). All

plasmids were derived from a yeast centromeric plasmid containing

a bidirectional promoter based on a fusion of the yeast TDH3 and

ADH1 promoters [pTH644 (Chu et al, 2011)]. All firefly luciferase

expression constructs contained different versions of the firefly lucif-

erase cloned as BamHI/SalI fragment downstream of the TDH3 pro-

moter, and an invariant Renilla luciferase gene with the wild-type

codon sequence downstream of the ADH1 promoter which was used

for internal normalisation (Chu et al, 2011). Cytoplasmic Firefly

luciferase variants were generated from the full-length codon vari-

ants (Chu et al, 2011) by PCR-mediated deletion of the last three

codons of the sequence.

‘Slow initiation’ CFLuc variants were constructed by inserting a

495-bp fragment containing a variant of the GCN4 5′-UTR which had

the start codons of uORFs 2, 3 and 4 deleted (i.e. which contained

uORF 1 as the single remaining uORF) in front of the Firefly lucifer-

ase start codon. The Gcn4 leader sequence was amplified by PCR

from p206 (Grant et al, 1994), and cloned as BglII/BamHI fragment

into the BamHI site of pTH645. Firefly luciferase variants were then

cloned as BamHI/SalI fragments into the resulting plasmid.

Mixed codon variants containing 4, 8, 12 or 16 slow codons fol-

lowed by fast codons for the remainder of the sequences were gen-

erated by amplifying the maxCFLuc gene using 5′-oligos in which

the corresponding number of codons had been replaced by the slow-

est existing yeast codons for the respective amino acid. The PCR

products were then cloned as BamHI/SalI fragments as for the

CFLuc constructs described above. Codon variants containing 53,

103 or 346 slow codons followed by fast codons for the remainder

of the sequence were generated by replacing DNA from the minCFLuc

plasmid with maxCFLuc sequences, using naturally occurring BsiWI

(min53max), KasI (min103max) or AatII (min346max) sites in the

minCFLuc sequence as 5′-cloning sites, and SalI as 3′-cloning site

for all constructs. maxCFLuc fragments with the relevant restric-

tion enzyme sites were generated via PCR. To generate the

max346minCFLuc construct, the first 346 codons of maxCFLuc were

amplified by PCR introducing 5′ BamHI and 3′ AatII cloning sites,

and the PCR product was used to replace the BamHI/AatII fragment

from the minCFLuc construct.

Codon variants of Renilla luciferase and the yeast HIS3 gene were

synthesised by Genscript, Piscataway, NJ. Natural codon variants of

these genes were generated by PCR, using pDB688 (Salas-Marco &

Bedwell, 2005) as source for the Renilla DNA, and pRS314 as source

for the HIS3 gene.

Western blotting and antibodies
Yeast extracts were prepared as described (von der Haar, 2007) using

2–5 OD of cells that had been inoculated from overnight culture to

OD600 0.1, and grown to a final OD600 0.8–1. Antibodies used were

from Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, UK (rabbit anti-HA, H6908, rabbit

anti-Firefly Luciferase, L0159, goat anti-rabbit FITC-labelled, F9887,

goat anti-rabbit HRP-labelled, A6154) and from MBL International,

Woburn, MA (anti-Renilla Luciferase, PM047, anti-RFP, PM005).

Dual luciferase assays
These assays were conducted in 96-well format as described (Merritt

et al, 2010).

qPCR assays
Primer design strategies, primer sequences, mRNA isolation proce-

dures and qPCR assays are described in detail in the supplemental

information.
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Statistical analyses
For comparisons between two samples we used a two-tailed homo-

scedastic t-test as implemented in Microsoft Excel. For comparisons

between more than two samples, we used the one-way ANOVA pro-

cedure (ANOVA1) implemented in Matlab (release 2009a). Post-hoc

analyses to identify individual differences within a multiple-sample

comparison were based on the Matlab multiple comparison proce-

dure (multcompare) with comparison type set to ‘Tukey-Kramer’

(which is based on ‘Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion’),

and alpha set as indicated.

Supplementary information for this article is available online:

http://emboj.embopress.org
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